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Personal Injury




Being injured by someone else’s wrongdoing can be life-changing. We can help you get medical treatment and the compensation you deserve.





Learn More

Traffic Ticket Defense




Traffic Tickets carry penalties. We can go to court for you and ask for the lowest penalty

possible, or in some cases, a complete dismissal.





Learn More














Roebuck Law Firm is dedicated to helping individuals who were injured by the wrongdoing of someone else. We are a personal injury law firm that can help you get maximum compensation for your injuries, pain and suffering, and lost wages.

We strive to achieve the best possible results for our clients, as quickly as possible. At Roebuck Law Firm, you will not be treated as just another client. Instead, your legal matter will be given personal attention with honest and open communication along the way.





CONTACT FIRM
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Maximum Compensation
Roebuck Law Firm settled my case in a timely manner. Their diligent work resulted in maximum compensation. I urge anyone injured from an accident to give Roebuck Law Firm a call right away.

⁃ Jonathan P.



Keivan was excellent!
Keivan was excellent in handling my case. Responded to any question in a timely manner. Explained each step in detail. Dealing with such a personal case Keivan was professional and got me the results I deserved to see. Forever grateful!

⁃ Gerald P.



He got me the maximum return possible!
After contacting several lawyers that were unwilling to accept my case, Keivan was recommended to me by a friend who is also a lawyer. Keivan reviewed my case and accepted it. He worked tirelessly on my case and kept great communication the whole time. He was easy to work with, and in the end, he got me the maximum return possible for my case. I highly recommend Keivan to anyone and would undoubtedly use him again.

⁃ Miriam H.



I can’t recommend him enough!
Keivan was such a pleasure to work with! The whole process was extremely easy and required minimal effort on my end. He is an excellent communicator and took the time to personally answer all of my questions. I can’t recommend him enough!

⁃ Maggie P.



He did an amazing job!
Keivan took my case 6 weeks after my accident occurred. (During COVID) he told me, “sometimes people just need help.” And he did. He coordinated all my medical care and did everything he had to. He made sure my health came first and contacted me on all occasions. Highly recommend. We won our case after all was said and done. He did an amazing job. Thanks, Keivan!!!

⁃ Pam P.



I would definitely use them again. 
I used this firm recently and was very pleased with how Keivan handled my case. He was prompt, professional and kept me informed about the proceedings. The firm did a great job, and I would definitely use them again.

⁃ Dina K.
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Free Initial Consultations




Unsure about whether you need a lawyer? Contact us today at (702) 620-5000 for a FREE initial consultation. We won’t charge you anything to tell you whether we can help.




[image: Compensatory damages are one of the damage settlements you may receive.]



Virtual Representation & Home Visits Available




We understand that your time is valuable. In most cases, we can provide you with legal representation through electronic means (telephone calls, emails, texts, video conferences, etc.) or even come to you so that you never even have to come to our office. Call now to schedule: (702) 620-5000.
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Speak With An Actual Attorney, Not An Assistant




At Roebuck Law Firm, our founding attorney strives to make himself available to answer questions and provide case updates along the way. This is unlike other law firms where you’re bounced around between the receptionist, legal assistant, and paralegal and unable to speak with an actual attorney.












Steps To Making a Personal Injury Claim
Car Accidents, Insurance, Personal Injury
[image: ]
With such ease of relaying an extraordinary amount of information comes the need for caution. Posts on social media can sometimes come back to hurt people, and this is particularly true when it comes to personal injury cases.

Read more
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Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Coverage in Nevada
Insurance
[image: ]
Uninsured/Underinsured motorist coverage in Nevada is an add-on feature to an auto insurance policy.

Read more
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How Long Can a Slip and Fall Case Take?
Personal Injury, Premises Liability, Slip/Trip and Fall
[image: ]
A slip and fall case is governed by the premises liability personal injury laws. A slip and fall case involves a person slipping on a dangerous hazard, falling down, and sustaining injuries.

Read more
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Follow our Social Media Accounts




















Additional Services 




Create a Business In 24-Hours




If you’re looking to start a Limited Liability Company (LLC) in Nevada, Roebuck Law Firm is here to help.

Contact us today for a FREE consultation about whether we can help you with forming an LLC. From the moment you hire us, we promise to form your business with the Nevada Secretary of State within 24-hours.




Aggressive Representation at Affordable Rates for Criminal Defense Matters




If you’ve been arrested or cited by police in Clark County, Nevada, contact us today for a FREE consultation at (702) 620-5000.

We won’t charge you anything to tell you whether we can help you in your legal matter, and if you choose to hire us, we promise to provide you with aggressive representation at an affordable rate.









 		

				

					

									CONTACT

Roebuck Law Firm

2610 S. Jones Blvd. Ste. 1-B

Las Vegas, NV 89146

Phone: (702) 620-5000

Email: info@roebucklawfirm.com
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			DISCLAIMER

The information on this site is neither legal advice nor intended to be legal advice. Consult an attorney about your situation. Each legal matter is different. Contacting us does not establish an attorney-client relationship. Please do not send us confidential information until an attorney-client relationship has been established.

Past results do not guarantee, warrant, or predict future cases. You may have to pay the other side’s attorney’s fees and costs in the event of a loss.
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